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Welcome to the beginning of our 2020-2021 club year.  For six months, the world has
grappled  with  Covid-19.   Activities  we  once  took  for  granted,  such  as  travelling,
shopping,  socializing  have  either  been  curtailed  completely  or  manageable  with
modifications.   There is  no indication,  globally,  of  how long the pandemic will  last.
Fortunately, for many of us, our families and friendships have helped us to make it

through the last six months. These connections remain a source of happiness, even though traditional
ways of gathering have not been possible. 

Since 1959, our club has been involved in caring and advocacy within our own club and in our broader
community.  Perhaps, during the challenges we currently face, the time is right to make these (sometimes)
implicit activities and beliefs more explicit as we consider how we can continue our connections during
uncertain times. In keeping with this, our club theme for this year is ‘Community-Connecting-Caring’. 

Psychologists  describe  that  members  of  a  community  have  a  sense  of  belonging,  a  sense  of
interdependence and a feeling of being part of a larger structure.  Our club community is local (within our
club and local community), regional (23 clubs across the province) and national (over 100 clubs across
Canada).  Perhaps the time is right to foster a stronger sense of connection across the larger structure of
CFUW. 

As we find ways to maintain connections during Covid-19, we face the reality that large group meetings
may not be possible for some time. Perhaps we can view this as an opportunity to explore possibilities for
virtual  meetings  and also  build  upon the  opportunities  provided by our  interest  groups.   Small  group
meetings  for  book  groups,  bridge  groups,  golfing,  dining  and more  provide  ways  to  keep us  socially
connected in safe ways.  If you have not yet joined an interest group, please consider some of the options
available to make connections with fellow club members.  In addition, your board will connect with other
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

Diane Salter Menzo



clubs to explore options for collaboration between clubs, regionally and nationally. 

Our  club is  a  relational  community.   We build  our  relationships  as we work  together  on projects  and
common interests through local and national advocacy. Our sense of caring is evident in the work that we
have done in the past and will continue to do in the coming year.  Any member of our club is welcome to be
involved in committees that oversee the many initiatives that support women and children while enjoying
the fellowship of working together with other members. 

This theme of Community – Connecting – Caring aligns well with our Mission Statement that reads: 

The CFUW White Rock/Surrey Club is dedicated to: the promotion of fellowship, community involvement, the 
support of education, the betterment of women's lives. 

Thank you for inviting me to serve as your president this year.  With the collaborative efforts of our board of
directors,  our  programme committee  and  our  membership,  I  am  confident  that  we  will  maintain  and
strengthen connections with each other and with the broader community in meaningful  ways over the
coming club year. 

MESSAGE FROM Anne Low, VICE PRESIDENT

WE ARE NOT ALONE!  

How We Began, Who We Are And How To Connect At Many Levels

In 1918, two women conceived the idea of a worldwide organization uniting university
women.  They were convinced that by fostering friendship and understanding they could
advocate  for  peace and prevent  another  catastrophe such as  WWI,  which  had just
ended. 

British,  American and Canadian  women met,  and so  began the  International  Federation  of  University
Women in 1919. 

Over the past hundred years, this brilliant idea has evolved into national groups sharing the same early
principles and vision.  

GWI is the contemporary 2015 international organization based in Geneva, which more accurately reflects
an inclusive membership and offers advocacy, projects and financial support.

Have a look at their website www.graduatewomen.org, or follow them on Facebook or Twitter. 

Our White Rock/Surrey Club is 60 years old and is part of CFUW, the national network of approximately
100 clubs located in every province of Canada.  CFUW is the largest affiliate of GWI and has status with
the UN and UNESCO.  For details on the vision and structure visit www.fcfdu.org 

Both GWI and CFUW publish newsletters to which you can subscribe.

Both organizations frequently post interesting items pertaining to current issues or reminders of Literacy
Week, etc,. on Twitter and Facebook. 

We also have B.C. Council which is made up of 23 clubs across the province and is one of seven regional
groups that connect us. Information is available on the CFUW website.

Our club has a Facebook page and a Website.  These will be updated this year.
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MESSAGE FROM Kristin Baillie, PAST PRESIDENT

One of the tasks of the past president is to head the nominating committee to ensure we have a complete
slate to run the affairs of our club.

I am pleased to announce that our last year’s vice-president, Jenny Lindsay, has agreed to rejoin the board
as  a  member-at-large.   She  joins  Nadine  Ewanchyshyn  in  this  role.  Thank  you,  Jenny!   Your  past
experience will be a lovely addition to the group!

The position of member-at-large helps members who are interested in future roles on the board get a feel
for the business working of the club.  It is a wonderful way to get involved in the club and to meet new
people.

If any of you are interested in stepping up for that or any other role on the board, I would love to hear from
you! 

My email address is bailliekris@gmail.com. 

CFUW PROGRAM COMMITTEE
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CREATING  AND  EXPANDING  OUR  VIRTUAL
BUBBLE...A BIG ONE!

CFUW Program Committee 2020-2021
(Lynn Robertson/Robin Funk – Co-chairs
 Penny Harrington                   – Board Liaise 
Sherrill  Berg,  Marjorie  Foxall,  Sandra  Kraft,  Sandy  McKenzie,  Lorna
MacGregor, Karen Webster)

Since the beginning of July, your program committee has had
ongoing communication and planning meetings.   Needless to
say, we are finding this year challenging our status quo of being
able to design and provide events and activities that draw our
group together to laugh and learn. We have been met with the
realities and challenges of the constraints that this pandemic has

presented to us all. 

We are being guided by your responses to the survey and your conversations with other members of our
club in helping our committee to maintain the most important aspects of being members of CFUW White
Rock/Surrey.   We keep exploring new ways to ensure that fellowship and networking are key aspects in
our planning.  Knowing we will not be meeting F2F (face to face) for the foreseeable future, we are stirring
our creative juices, tapping our knowledge base, and relying on our variety of experiences to put together a
series of meaningful and interesting opportunities.
As a committee learning new ways to communicate and connect with each other, we appreciate the fact
that it is important for everyone to have a comfort level that enables success.  Therefore, we continue to
work our way through ‘unknown territory’, as we map out some possibilities to achieve our goals.  
Together, the program committee and board executive have been working  to navigate this year’s journey.  

Our first meeting for Fall 2020 is planned for September 26th and will be via Zoom. 
(Stay tuned for more details regarding our agenda and how to access the Zoom meeting.)

THE WAY WE WERE....
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“COME FLY WITH ME":  or maybe cruise!

64 CFUW members and their guests spent an hour listening to a fast paced and
chock full of ideas presentation on where, when and how to book and enjoy a well
planned vacation.

Claire Newell, travel expert, author, travel consultant on Global BC and president of
Travel  Best  Bets  shared  her  story  from University  to  the  present,  overcoming  challenges  and  taking
advantage  of opportunities  along the way.  Travels with her family, early in life, tweaked her interest and
finally changed her path from law to the travel industry.  Claire opened her business in 1993 and now 27
years later, she has 3 store front locations, is into the seventh year of Connected Agent Program, and on
June 3 of last year launched an on-line travel agent course.

According to Claire, travelling off-season and all year round helps to prevent over-tourism, a problem in the
high season in many countries.  Immersive experiences and cultural connections, and multi generational
trips are the trends for 2020-21.

Claire provided hints on good traveller behaviour at the airport (don’t put your bag or your feet on a seat at
the gate), and on the plane (lay off the perfume and smelly foods).   Be sure you are up to date on your
vaccinations and have adequate travel insurance.  Keep your meds and documents in your carry-on, and
bring extra meds and the prescriptions – just in case!  She reviewed some of her favourite travel products
which ease packing, and travel safety apps to have on your smart phone –  “if  you don’t have a smart
phone you shouldn’t travel”.

Then we went cruising!  Claire shared many colourful multi country, and reasonable cruises to investigate.
Finally,  we  learned  what  the  “hot  spots”  are  in  Europe,  and  some  of  the  most  satisfying  bucket  list
destinations.

Claire closed with her top travel tips and answered the many questions from the enthusiastic audience.
“My friends couldn’t stop singing the praises of the program!”      (Program Committee)

FEBRUARY 22, 2020  LUNCH 'N LEARN: WOMEN'S HEALTH  

Eighty-seven people attended our Lunch 'N Learn event at Guildford Golf & Country
Club. 

Guest  speaker  was  Dr.  Moira  Stilwell  a  renowned  radiologist,  nuclear  medicine
physician and researcher. She held the position of co-chair of the Canadian Breast
Cancer  Foundation  2020  Task  Force.  Dr.  Stilwell  brought  her  knowledge  and
expertise and shared research on Women's Health Issues.

The audience was completely engaged in the presentation and had many questions
of Dr. Stilwell during the Q&A.

Guests  enjoyed  a  lovely  lunch  served  by  the  staff  at  the  golf  club  prior  to  the
presentation.  Lively  discussion  ensued  and  the  room was  abuzz  with  members'
chatter. Tables were decorated with linens, candles and flower posies. Guests could

purchase draw prize tickets for a chance to win one of several donated gifts.

Everyone in attendance had a chance to win the coveted door prize of one night stay at the Wedgewood
Hotel Vancouver. 

We were pleased to have had another successful 'Lunch 'n Learn' event.            (Lynn Robertson)
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BURSARY BOARD NEWS
(Carolyn Oram)

On  July  15,  2020  the  Bursary  Board  gathered  at  Maureen
Buchholz’s home to select the recipients of this year’s bursaries.
We were able to give three bursaries of  $3,000 each  and the
winners  were:  Renee  Singh,  Kaylene  England  and  Bethany
Borkowski. The young women have all made a video that will be
sent out separately from the newsletter. This allows club members to see the recipients and hear their
stories.

Thank you to all members for donations to the Bursary Foundation and a special thank you to Lois Hunter
for the coffee fundraiser. The proceeds from the fundraiser go to the Bursary Foundation.

The pictures below show members of the Bursary Board. We, of course, were doing social distancing ,
most wore masks and hand sanitizer was flowing. The pictures were taken at our summer meeting. The
only member not pictured is Monica von Kursell. 
Clockwise: Anna Ferguson, Carolyn Oram, Maureen Buchholz, Penny Harrington, Sue Roberts, Sandy McKenzie.
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From the Membership Committee 

In September, 2019, our Membership Committee introduced the “Bring a Friend” campaign as a tool to
boost our membership, and eight club members recruited nine new members (one member recruited two)

A draw for  a  $50.00 Indigo  gift  certificate  was  scheduled  for  May,  2020,  but  due to  the  coronavirus
outbreak, all further general meetings were cancelled in February. Instead, the draw will take place at the
September Zoom Board meeting, and the winner will be announced following this.           (Faye Koll)

  

Remembering Marion Reaburn

Very sadly, we learned that long time member, Marion Reaburn, passed away
recently.  Marion went to live in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, about eight years ago to
be close to her family.   She was active in the club for many years helping with
the Gardens in Bloom fundraisers as well as on the 40 th Anniversary committee.
One of her responsibilities was on the newsletter committee, as the one who
mailed out the editions each month.  Her interest in CFUW went beyond our club,
as she and her close friend, the late Marion Setterlund, attended many provincial
and national AGMs together.

                  (Monica von Kursell)
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Congratulations to one of our members, Dr. Madeleine Ennis

In the midst of the COVID-19 Pandemic, Madeleine completed her PhD in Reproductive Medicine at the
University of British Columbia..  

She has now transitioned to become a Post-Doctoral Fellow at the Women's Health Research Institute at
U.B.C., and a sessional lecturer at B.C.I.T. , teaching Physiology Pathology to Nursing students. 

We wish her well in all of her future endeavours.     (Eileen Ennis)

"Thank  you,  as
always,  for  being
part  of  the  above
contributions  for
those  needing  the
support  of  AMA
House!"

Sherrill Berg

 AMA House Liaison
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GEMS FROM THE ARCHIVES 

OUR ‘OLYMPIC’ MEMBERS

It is 10 years ago since the excitement of the Olympic Winter Games in
February 2010 brought the attention of the world to the
Vancouver & Whistler areas.  

Looking back in the archives to our club newsletter of
February,  2010,  we  are  reminded  of  how
enthusiastically many of  our  members participated as
proud volunteers at several of the Olympic events.  

Elva Reid became involved in the year leading  up to the Games and, as well as being a
support volunteer for the Opening & Closing Ceremonies, she took part in the interviewing and auditions,
but was sworn to secrecy about their contents.  Linda Lee Henriksen and Ann-Marie Steenge both made
volunteering a family affair.   Linda Lee and her  husband volunteered as  National  Olympic  Committee
Assistants.  She helped the Norway delegation for the Olympics and Finland for the Para-Olympics and her
husband, who spoke Danish,  helped the Danish delegation.   This meant living in Whistler  for about 3
months.  Ann-Marie was a host at BC Place for 15 shifts, including the opening and closing ceremonies.
Her  husband was  busy driving  dignitaries.   Linda Coyle  acted  as  a  protocol  captain  with  the  City  of
Richmond and looked after dignitaries and heads of state in Richmond and Vancouver. She was protocol
captain for the King of Sweden. Carol Cluff was an out of field monitor for figure skating, which meant she
escorted athletes on and off the ice as well as making sure everything was running smoothly.  Olympic
euphoria was still in the air at the March club meeting when Carol Cluff, Jane McNamara, Joan Hoyles, and
Elva Reid told us stories about their involvement during the games, while other members at the meeting
shared some of their experiences.  

As usual, it was not unexpected that so many of us participated and were captivated by such a once in a
lifetime momentous event right on our doorstep.
                                                                   (Lois Hunter, Archivist)

A Significant CFUW Archives Donation
Our archival collection is always enhanced by a donation that helps to complete part of the 60 years of
documented history of our club.  Such was the case when one of our past presidents, Lorna Scobbie, came
across a collection of past membership directories when she was renovating her home.  This is a real
“treasure” find, as we were missing directories for the years encompassed by this collection.  There are
eleven  membership  directories,  starting  in  1973  (our  club  charter  was  received  in  1959  by  founding
president, Jessie Casselman).  The years included are:  1973-74, 1974-75,  1975-76,  1976-77, 1977-78,
1978-79, 1981-82, 1982-83, 1994-95, 2000-02,  and 2002-04.

It is interesting to see the different ways the members were addressed in the earlier years. The surname
was always preceded by the title of  Mrs. + husband’s initials,  or Miss for  unmarried ladies and Dr.,  if
appropriate.   For  several  members  on  a  committee,  they  were  jointly  referred  to  as  “Mesdames”  or
“Misses”.  Usually, the member’s maiden name and university degree were included. Hostesses and co-
hostesses were  assigned for  each meeting for  providing and serving the  refreshments.   Many of  the
traditions, including that of a Christmas party in December and a picnic in May, continue even today, 60
years later.

The 1976 – 1977 directory was dedicated to the memory of Jessie Casselman.

We are indebted to our members for continuing to donate items, photographs, newspaper articles, etc., to
help document our history and add to our extensive archive collection, which is safely and conveniently
stored at the White Rock Museum & Archives.  

This is an excellent example of a donation that was unexpected, but most welcome.

                                     (Lois Hunter, Club Archivist)
                        (Lorraine Ellenwood, Hugh Ellenwood : Archives Committee)
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CFUW BC COUNCIL VIRTUAL AGM – MAY 22, 2020
The  31st Annual  AGM of  our  CFUW  BC Council  was  a  reflection  of  the  extraordinary  times  we  are
experiencing as it was a virtual meeting utilizing the electronic Zoom platform rather than the face to face
meeting that should have been held in Kelowna.  It was my privilege to represent our White Rock/Surrey
Club as the designated voting delegate.  There are 23 clubs in CFUW BC Council, and delegates from 19
clubs attended this first ever virtual AGM.  The voting for the business session was done smoothly and
efficiently by using a new concept whereby each club’s delegate simply clicks on her screen to vote yes or
no.  This was a major time saver over the previous method of voting by holding up cards indicating the
number of votes assigned to each club.  Our club carried 2 votes, based on our current membership.
CFUW National President, Grace Hollett, brought virtual greetings and commented on the work that the BC
clubs have done and continue to do with regard to advocacy involving violence against women, child care
and  Indigenous  Rights.   Special  thanks  were  extended  to  the  Kelowna  Club  on  having  to  deal  with
cancelling the 2020 Kelowna  AGM, due to the COVID 19 pandemic.
The budget for 2020 was presented and approved, and it was noted that it was actually quite healthy due
to the “silver lining” of not having a face-to-face AGM, and the dues increase from the clubs to help cover
the liability insurance.  Further potential savings come from not spending as much on executive travel due
to the use of technology.

The election of three regional directors resulted in a new RD for our region (BC West) as Patricia Atkinson
(from the Richmond Club) will replace Beryl Matthewson who has finished her term of office.
The business meeting continued with a report from the governance committee.  A motion to adopt changes
to the Constitution,  including the name change from Constitution & Bylaws to  Articles & Bylaws,  was
approved.  The BC Council Privacy Policy, which was sent out twice to the clubs, has been adopted. Clubs
are encouraged to review this  policy (on the BC Council  website)  and adopt them in their  own club’s
policies. The BC Council Resource Manual will be revised with the changes.
Susan Dyer  Murphy,  1950 –  2019,  CFUW National  President,  2012 –  2014,  and CFUW BC Council
President 2009 – 2012, was remembered.  The CFUW Charitable Trust has set up a 100 th Anniversary
Legacy Fellowship dedicated to Susan.  Information on how to donate will be posted on the BC Council
website.
BC Council is looking for a new logo to complement the new national branding. An opportunity to “unleash
your inner designer” and win a copy of the recently published CFUW book “Our Hundred Years”. Deadline
is Oct 15, and the main colors are blue and green.
This year is a momentous time in our history, as it is 50 years since the “Report of the Royal Commission
on the Status of Women in Canada”.  CFUW played a major role, and the women involved advocated for
us to resolve many issues, although some of which are still ongoing.    A slide presentation is posted on the
BC Council website.
A  highlight,  featuring  a  one  minute  report  from  each  club’s  delegate  to  indicate  the  top  two
accomplishments  of  the  past  year,  concluded  the  meeting.   Many  great  ideas  were  presented  and
challenge all of us to innovate within our own clubs and work with other nearby clubs to share resources
and have fun.
An invitation to attend the 2021 AGM was extended by the Kelowna Club – May 14 – 16, 2021 – which will
hopefully  be  a  normal,  face-to-face  conference.   A successful  virtual  conference  and a  tribute  to  the
organizers.                                     (Lois Hunter)
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CFUW National AGM Report 
(Kristin Baillie)

The CFUW National AGM was supposed to be held in Ottawa this year, but because of the pandemic, it
was held virtually on June 19th and 20th.  I was representing White Rock/Surrey as a delegate to vote on the
various  motions  and  resolutions  upon  which  the  club  board  members  had  studied  and  made  their
determination.  I will summarize the meetings here. 

The logistics of enrolling 345 registrants and 268 voting delegates and registering each one of those to
vote were complex and rather unwieldy.   It  got  off  to a rocky start,  but eventually things improved as
everyone became comfortable with the voting procedure.

The meeting began with votes of Proposed Amendments to the CFUW Articles and Bylaws.

I have all  the complete information if  anyone wants more detail,  but most of the motions consisted of
“housekeeping”, changing a word here or there.  But of note, Motion 1 amended the Articles of Continuance
to continue “weighted voting” based on size of membership.  It was adopted. 

Motion 10, the Guelph motion to remove GWI from CFUW Articles and Bylaws was extensively debated,
and the motion was narrowly defeated (64.1% to 35.8%).  It required a two-thirds vote to pass.

Elections were held for National Board vacancies, and the results were as follows:

   President:           Kathryn Wilkinson

   VP Finance:        Beverly Rhodes

   VP Advocacy:     Jeannette Mergens

   VP Membership: Lynne Kent (a member of our club!)

   VP Education:     Kathy Wosnick

   VP International: Joy Hurst

                                        VP BC Region:    Barbara DuMoulin
The Finance Committee presented a deficit budget of approximately $9,500 and after questions and 
discussion, the budget was approved.

As time ran out, there were still many items left on the agenda, so a Special General Meeting was called for
August 8th, 2020.

The first order of business was the Nepean Motion asking for a $5.00 increase in dues, but the motion was
defeated.

A motion to provide a balanced budget by 2023 with quarterly reports to clubs was defeated.

The six resolutions that our club board discussed and voted on earlier in the year were presented to the
membership by email on March 20, 2020, so I won’t recap them here.

All six of the resolutions passed at this AGM.

The Mediation Group that was struck to try to find common ground between the clubs across Canada
regarding the affiliation with GWI. Their recommendations were as follows:

1     a) CFUW should update their Articles and Bylaws to remove all references to external  organizations 
over whom CFUW does not have complete managerial authority and governance;

1     b) CFUW should honour the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU);

1     c) CFUW should strike an ad-hoc committee to investigate international organizations,  including GWI,
whose work aligns with CFUW’s objective of supporting women and girls globally;

2. CFUW should develop a communication strategy to improve relationships within CFUW

The meeting was adjourned after a total of 13 hours!  But at the end of the day, the organizers did a wonderful
job in this whole new virtual world.  Hopefully next year this can be held face-to-face!
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INTEREST GROUPS

One to One Literacy Program

This year will be different for the program. 

At the end of September, I will meet with the principals of our two schools: H. T. Thrift
Elementary and Peace Arch Elementary. We will discuss if and possibly when we might

begin again working with the students. 

The spaces that we work in are too small for social distancing, and at the present time schools are not
open to outside groups. 

Normally we do not begin until right after Thanksgiving, but it may be later or not at all.  The pandemic will
determine the ability of our group to continue.

We have a full slate of volunteers who are eager for the program to start, so we shall hope that this can
happen at some time soon.

                                    (Carolyn Oram, Coordinator)

ART APPRECIATION GROUP 

“WHAT IF THE MONA LISA WORE A MASK?”

The Art Appreciation Group met at the home of Susan Falk on Wednesday,
September 2, 2020. There were 10 members present and 1 guest.

Marilyn Dyer welcomed us and asked us what we thought made the Mona
Lisa so special. Among the several suggestions was her enigmatic smile. It
was the first time an artist had painted emotion on the face of his subject.  

Mari asked us to consider “What if the Mona Lisa wore a mask?” With the
nose and mouth covered, we can judge a person’s feelings only by studying
the eyes. She went on to say that it is a similar situation with the pandemic
where at times it  is hard to even recognize people, especially if  they are
wearing sunglasses as well as a mask. 

This led us into the theme of “Covid Creativity” and each person told what she had been doing over the
past few months.  The activities included cardmaking and scrapbooking,  fruit  and vegetable gardening,
travelling to unexpected parts of the province, family visits, and looking after a grandchild. 

Susan wound up the discussion by presenting two of her paintings; in both, her model was wearing a mask,
and in one she also wore gloves. Mari added that many artists during the pandemic have searched for
ways to reflect their experiences through various media.

It was a beautiful day in lovely surroundings, and we enjoyed the lunches we had brought with us, and the
delicious coffee that Susan provided.

    (Lorna Klohn)
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TALK OFFERS COURSES THE COVID WAY

TALk has found an inventive way to continue with their programs by
scheduling  fall courses as Zoom webinars.

They  have planned 18 courses, 3 Philosophers’ Corners, 2 CHATs
and the AGM — all online. The Philosophers’ Corners, CHATs and
AGM will be held as Zoom meetings and will all be free. In addition,
there will be 2 free practice Zoom webinar sessions, so you can feel
confident registering for courses.

You must register for everything, even the free events, so that you will
be sent the link to the Zoom session. TALK membership dues remain
at  only  $10  per  year  (TALK is  cheap!)  and  courses  are  $15  per

session ($20 for a two-session course, $25 for a three-session one).

The good news is, that you don’t have to drive to campus, pay for parking or find your classroom. Courses
or events are not restricted to any campus. You can learn in the comfort of your own home and can take
any of the courses or events that interest you.  You can even encourage your friends outside of the Lower
Mainland to check this out.

The TALK fall 2020 brochure is up on the website at www.kpu.ca/talk/courses and registration is open now.
Registration online with Amilia is safe and secure, and KPU has a special Zoom license which maintains all
data in Canada.

CFUW White Rock/Surrey has been a good friend to TALK, so  please tell your friends about TALK and
share the link to their website: www.kpu.ca/talk     (Joanne Cunningham)

ALPHA BOOK GROUP
Brenna Kanski of the White Rock Library has informed me on August 29, 2020, that the Book Club sets are
still suspended, and she is not sure when they will resume. 

She will let us know when there is an update. I am sure they are working hard, as the Fraser Valley Library
has over 100 clubs.                 (Shirley Nord)

FULLY BOOKED BOOK GROUP

Under the leadership of host Linda Lee Henriksen, the Fully Booked
Book Group has now had two Zoom sessions and is planning another
one for Sept 10. 

The sessions have worked very well, with members  quickly catching on
to the zoom format.  

       (Joanne Cunningham)
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GOLF AND SWIM

9 Hole Golf at Nico Wynd

There have been pleasant club regular games underway every Wednesday
(when possible) at Nico Wynd. 

By closing in mid October, there probably will have been at least a dozen
games in spite of a later startup this season. Sometimes, we have been
able to share a refreshment after  a game and have found that  the golf
course follows all social distancing and health practices. 

A few members  have had some injuries and surgery,  but  our  object  is
always to try for a foursome. You do not have to be a good golfer to join in,
as there are so many other new golfers now out on the course due to the

pandemic.

We will be planning for the regular golf an earlier start for 2021- May to mid October - as during this COVID
time with the challenges of combined physical and social activities, golf is a good one.  

Also, there have been club members organizing their own wonderful games this spring and summer of 18
hole golf and 9 hole golf with their friends and relatives.  Overall, for formal and informal golf, we have had
about 24 club members out on the links.

                                         (Contact Sue Foley-Currie for further information)

Swim at Crescent Beach

Over the summer I have been enjoying personal swims from 5 to 6 pm (with a
lawn chair to assist with social distancing) at Crescent Beach in the area right
beside the formal lifeguard swim area. 

There are stairs from the main gravel path with a railing on one side down. It
seems more like the time for local area residents, and for parking. 

In 2021, I hope to do the same from the last week in June to the end of the first
week in September, and would be willing to organize for any club members who
would also be interested in a swim meet up.

And yes, the first plunge in is cool, and then it all improves with more swimming!  
(Contact Sue Foley-Currie for further information)
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Monday
Dames Who Dine
1st Mon., 5:30 p.m.  
Trudy Handel;  

Duplicate Bridge 
2nd Mon., 1:00 p.m. 
Betty Bishop; Donna 
Freeze
 
Club Cuisine
4 times a year 
Anna Ferguson

One to One 
Literacy Group
once a week
Carolyn Oram

Tuesday   
Alpha Book 
Group
2nd Tues. 1:30 p.m.
Shirley Nord 

Evening Book 
Club
3rd Tues., 7 p.m. 
Kathy Steele

Who can play, 
Who can host? 
Bridge
Tues.& Fri.,
 9:30 a.m. 
Sandy McKenzie

The Bridgets 
Afternoon 
Bridge 
1st & 3rd Tues.,
1:00 p.m.
Janice Cook

 

Wednesday   
Afternoon 
Matinee-Dinner 
2nd Wed., 3:00 p.m. 
(varies) 
Barbara
Cook

Golf for
Fun 
Wed. Afternoons 
Sue Foley-Currie

Art Appreciation
3rd Wed. (varies)
Marilyn Dyer-Seidel

Thursday   
Fully Booked 
Book Group
2nd Thurs. 1:30 p.m.
Joanne Cunningham

Newbies Bridge
1:00 p.m., Thurs. 
Sandra Kraft

Friday   
Stitch and Chat 
2nd Fri., 1:00 p.m. 
to be announced

French 
Conversation
Friday 1 p.m. on 
Zoom
Sylvia Riddell
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CFUW White Rock/Surrey Interest Groups ~ Activities and Leaders

Need a Ride to  Meetings?

If you are unable to attend because you don't have transportation, please call Sandra Kraft at 604-535-8824.  
Sandra will find a ride for you.
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MEMBER RESOURCES

Web Resources for Members
CFUW Facebook page

https://www.facebook.com/CFUW-White-RockSurrey-1491088411167597/timeline/
and the closed group page 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1547358335477392 

(to access, you must be a member of Facebook)

CFUW White Rock/Surrey Website

http://cfuwwhiterocksurrey.com/
BC Council

https://sites.google.com/site/cfuwbccouncil/home

CFUW (National)

http://www.cfuw.org/

GWI (Graduate Women International)

http://www.graduatewomen.org/ 

Semiahmoo Arts

http://www.semiahmooarts.com/

Arts Council of Surrey

http://www.artscouncilofsurrey.ca/

NOTE:

just click on the URL and you
will be taken to the respective website.

Please contact Membership Chair, 
Faye Koll if you have changes to your 
contact information:
Telephone - 604-599-0714; 
email: kollfm@shaw.ca

Send a Card... Please advise Linda Tedman 
about any member of our club who is ill or 
bereaved, so she can send a card. Contact 
information:Telephone  604-536-4898; 
email: lindatedman@gmail.com

NEWSLETTER COMMITTEE

Editor and Layout - Veronika Bichler

Proofreaders - Helen Christiansen

- Monica von Kursell

- Maureen Buchholz

Email Distribution : - Veronika Bichler

Deadline for Oct. Newsletter submissions is 
Monday, Oct. 12, 2020
Please submit news by email with the subject line 
'Newsletter' to: vbichler@shaw.ca
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	Thank you for inviting me to serve as your president this year. With the collaborative efforts of our board of directors, our programme committee and our membership, I am confident that we will maintain and strengthen connections with each other and with the broader community in meaningful ways over the coming club year.
	My email address is bailliekris@gmail.com.
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